
CHAPTER-6 

 

Learning Objectives:  

 

1) To understand the techniques of handling different types of retail shoppers 

2) To identify the method of selling and handling different types of retail shoppers 

inside a store by a sales person 

3) To understand the role of effective communication in influencing the shoppers 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

ROLE OF A RETAIL SALES PERSON IN SHAPING SHOPPERS BEHAVIOR 

 

Selling is the most crucial aspect of a retail success story. It is the behavior of the 

salesperson that ultimately makes the store „nice‟ or „frustrating‟. The retail 

salesperson plays multiple roles inside the store, which are as follows: 

 

~ Assisting the customer- the most important role of a sales person is to assist the 

customer when he/she enters the store. It‟s his responsibility to inform the customers 

about the different products, varieties and prices, understand what customers want and 

than match the two.  

 

~ Effective communication- A good communication skill is not something that one is 

born with, but it is developed over a period of time with training and practice. Infact 

it‟s the ability which gets the customer involved in the discussion with the sales 

personal during the sales call. An effective communication is the one in which the 

listener is able to interpret the communication of the speaker in exactly the same way 

as the speaker had intended it to be understood. People are not difficult. They only 

seem difficult to the extent that we do not have the skills to deal with what they bring 

to the table.  It is our lack of knowledge that makes the situation difficult. In order to 

deal with the difficult situations that we encounter in some of the sales calls can 

actually either be avoided or resolved with the help of effective communication skills. 

Developing effective communication not only involves a through knowledge of your 

product or service but also involves an ability to decide that which style of 

communication is most suitable for a particular situation and how to modify your 

style as the situation demands. Figure 10.   , explains the customer handling and 

communication strategies that can be adopted by a sales person while handling 

different types of retail shoppers. 

 

 

 

 

 



TYPE OF RETAIL 

SHOPPER 

SHOPPING 

ATTITUDE/ 

BEHAVIOR 

SALES 

STRATEGY TO BE 

ADOPTED 

COMMUNICA

TION SKILL 

DESIRED 

KNOWLEDGEABLE 

CUSTOMER/DECISI

VE SHOPPER 

These shoppers are 

quiet knowledgeable. 

Yet they are open to 

new ideas and 

receptive to new and 

additional information.  

A sales person can 

identify them by 

having a preliminary 

talk with them. They 

take rational purchase 

decisions.  

Listen to these 

shoppers first; let 

them explain what 

they need/want. 

Spend quality time 

with them, don’t 

show a pushy 

attitude. Let them 

take decision at 

their own pace. 

A passive style 

will be more 

appropriate. 

Avoid entering 

into argument 

and compliment 

the shopper on 

the decisions 

taken by them. 

UNDECIDED 

CUSTOMER/ 

INDECISIVE 

SHOPPER 

These shoppers are 

undecided about 

actually what they 

want. They may or 

may not ask for 

assistance from the 

store staff. They often 

roam around the store 

with a weary or 

amazed look and 

would pick up 

something and then 

drop it to take up 

something new. 

They can be very 

easily converted to a 

loyal customer. The 

sales person should 

help them in 

evaluation of 

alternatives and 

assist them in taking 

final purchase 

decision. The help 

should be offered in 

such a way that the 

customer should not 

feel that you have 

taken decision for 

him/her. 

An assertive 

style will be 

perfect in such 

situations. 

Positive 

personal 

interaction so as 

to find a 

solution to the 

customer 

problem. 

 

SKEPTICAL 

CUSTOMER/ 

DEFENSIVE 

SHOPPER 

 

These shoppers 

distrust the retail sales 

person and feel that 

he/she has the only 

objective of pushing 

the product across the 

retail counter and 

therefore usually are 

skeptical about the 

products suggested to 

them by the sales 

personnel. They prefer 

Sales persons should 

be advised not to 

talk much to such 

customers and offer 

advice only when 

asked for.  

 

 

Since such type 

of customers 

don’t prefer to 

be advised or 

suggested about 

there shopping 

decisions 

therefore the 

sales person 

should take a 

passive style. 



to be left alone and 

take their own 

purchase decision. 

 

TIME ABSORBERS/ 

SOCIABLE 

CUSTOMER 

These shoppers eat 

away a lot of peak time 

of the sales persons 

and yet it is not clear 

whether they are going 

to buy or not. They can 

be easily identified 

from their overfriendly 

behavior and their 

interest in gossiping 

around with the store 

staff. They take a lot of 

time in arriving at a 

decision. 

 

Don’t ignore such 

shoppers as they 

often visit the store 

again and again and 

therefore eventually 

become store loyal. 

They can be a 

source of 

‘word-of-mouth’ 

publicity too. It is 

desirable to enter 

into a small talk 

with them along 

with showing them 

around the store 

items 

 

An aggressive 

yet subtle style 

of 

communication 

while 

maintaining the 

respect & 

dignity of the 

customer, 

allowing 

him/her to 

express their 

likes/dislikes 

will be more 

suitable in such 

cases. 

KNOW IT ALL 

CUSTOMERS/ 

INTERRUPTIVE 

SHOPPERS 

These shoppers are 

very impatient.  They 

are always eager to 

show how off, their 

knowledge about the 

products to the sales 

person. They would 

often interrupt during 

the sales presentation 

and prefer to do the 

majority of talking 

themselves instead of 

letting the sales person 

do so.  

Acknowledge and 

appreciate their 

wisdom and 

knowledge. Don’t be 

cross with them. 

Such types of 

shoppers are easily 

impressed if a sales 

person is humble 

and patient to listen 

to their 

knowledgeable 

views. 

A passive style 

with more focus 

on listening to 

the customer 

instead of 

speaking will be 

suitable. 

However as 

soon as you get 

cue about the 

customer 

conviction, close 

the sales call by 

taking the 

order. 

UNPREDICTABLE 

CUSTOMERS/ 

IMPULSIVE 

SHOPPERS 

 These shoppers shift 

their decisions very 

swiftly. They take 

quick purchase 

decision at a moment 

They pose 

maximum risk to a 

sales person. 

However they can 

be profitable one 

Aggressive style 

with gentleness 

is most apt in 

handling such 

type of 



and the very next 

moment they may 

change their decision 

and drop the idea of 

buying anything from 

the store. They can be 

identified from their 

inability to stick to one 

decision or quick 

decision making or 

their impulsive 

behavior. 

time catch. But it is 

only possible if the 

sales person is smart 

enough to 

understand their 

psyche and body 

language and as 

soon as they tend to 

arrive towards the 

final purchase 

decision he/she 

should try to close 

the sales 

immediately. Pushy 

sales strategy works 

well with these types 

of shoppers. 

shoppers. 

DEDICATED 

CUSTOMERS/LOYA

L SHOPPERS 

These are the regular, 

loyal and dedicated 

customers. They are 

hooked to a particular 

store and don’t need to 

be reminded again and 

again about the store. 

They not only frequent 

the store on regular 

intervals but are also 

the major source of 

word of mouth 

publicity. 

 

Approximately 50% 

of a stores sale 

comes from these 

customers. A sales 

person should adopt 

a very positive and 

caring attitude 

towards such 

shoppers. Regular 

follow ups, e-mails 

and SMS about new 

stocks, promotion 

offers etc. is a must 

to handle such 

shoppers. 

A blend of 

passive and 

assertive style 

of 

communication 

is best while 

dealing with 

such shoppers. 

Moreover 

regular 

interactions 

with these 

shoppers help 

sales persons 

develop a 

rapport with 

them over a 

period of time. 

 

FIG: 6.1 FRAME WORK FOR PROFILING AND HANDLING DIFFERENT TYPE 

OF RETAIL SHOPPERS(source: KYS- Know your shopper – A key to successful 

retail selling- a research paper presented by Mrs.  Gurpeet kaur Chhabra at a national 

conference on “challenges & responses of organization during turbulent business 

environment.” 23
rd

 April 2013 

 

 



In this era of human resource & Talent management, retail sector which falls 

under 

The ambit of services marketing wherein people is one of the most important „P‟ 

of the 7 P‟s of marketing, efficient and well trained sales staff gives retailer  a 

competitive edge over the competitor. It is essential that the sales staff is well 

equipped with, not only the product knowledge but also the art and skill of 

handling the different shoppers that come into the retail store. This will ensure that 

they carry a positive image of the store and memorable shopping experience with 

them. That brings them back to the store again and again. A flow chart has been 

developed that will help the sales persons make their sales presentations more 

effective and will help them handle various types of shoppers in a better manner.    

 

 

                              

                        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Sales person greets the customer 

Determines customer needs and try to identify the 

customer type 

Sales person uses a need satisfaction based approach to apply 

the sales presentation technique appropriate for the case 

Shows merchandise/ demonstrates goods or service to the customer 

keeping in mind the strategy to be used in the case 

Handles objections & queries with patience & persistence 

Closes the sale with a smile and generates the bill 

A customer enters the store 

Generates feedback & gets ready to 

handle next customer 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ROLE OF EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION FOR SUCCESSFUL RETAIL SELLING 

 

A good communication skill is not something that one is born with, but it is developed 

over a period of time with training and practice. In order to develop good 

communication skills it is important to understand that communication is the process 

of exchanging information by the use of words, letters, symbols, or nonverbal 

behavior. An effective communication is the one in which the listener is able to 

interpret the communication of the speaker in exactly the same way as the speaker had 

intended it to be understood. Effectiveness of the communication depends on the 

ability of the speaker to understand his/her audience and find the best way to make 

them understand. For this a speaker should be able to: Know what he/she wants to say, 

Control Fear, Listen to the audience, Think before speaking, Believe in his/her 

message, Repeat Major Points, Find Out what Listener wants. 

 

What makes your communication effective: It matters not so much what you say as it 

does how you say it.Your communication style is a SET of various behaviors and 

methods of relaying information that impact all facets of life. Learning all 

communication styles is important in order to avoid communicating in less effective 

ways and in order to recognize those styles in others so as to be able to deal with 

them. 

 

What are the advantages of having effective communication style? 

 

 Quicker problem solving 

 Stronger decision making 

 Increased productivity 

 Steadier work flow 

 Stronger business relationships 

 Clearer promotional materials 

 Enhanced professional image 

 Improved stakeholder response 

 

What are the barriers that an effective communicator has to overcome? 

 

 Linguistic and cultural differences 

 Environment 

 Channel 

Fig.6.2   - Flow chart to be followed by sales persons to handle different types of retail shoppers, source: KYS- Know your shopper – A 

key to successful retail selling- a research paper presented by Mrs. Gurpeet kaur Chhabra at a national conference on “challenges & 

responses of organization during turbulent business environment.” 23
rd

 April 2013 

  



 Receiver‟s attitude and Behaviour 

 Transmission journey 

 Lack of planning 

 Semantic distortion 

 

People are not difficult. They only seem difficult to the extent that we do not have the 

skills to deal with what they bring to the table.  It is our lack of knowledge that 

makes the situation difficult. In order to deal with the difficult situations that we 

encounter in some of the sales calls can be either avoided or resolved with the help of 

effective communication skills. Developing effective communication not only 

involves a through knowledge of your product or service but also involves an ability 

to decide that which style of communication is most suitable for a particular situation 

and how to modify your style as the situation demands. 

There are three communication styles: PASSIVE, AGGRESSIVE and ASSERTIVE  

There are four communication skills: LISTENING, SPEAKING, READING and 

WRITING 

There are two types of communication: VERBAL and NON-VERBAL. While both 

these types of communications are part of our day to day communication, still they 

play a very crucial role in determining the success of a retail sales call. A customer 

not only takes in the verbal part of the sales personnel‟s communication but also 

observes verbal cues. For example: if  the sales person says” may I help you” but is 

not looking directly into the eyes of the customer and the body language or facial 

expressions are weary then the customer may perceive that he/she is just fulfilling 

his/her duty and might not be interested in shopping from that store. Therefore it is 

important for the trainers to focus on imparting effective verbal & non verbal 

communication skills along with other selling skills training to the sales personals. 

The sales personal should be able to choose an appropriate style for each sales call. 

Depending upon the type of retail customer the sales personal can choose among the 

three communication styles. 

 

CHAPTER END QUESTIONS 

Q1- „Sales persons are the face of the retailer‟. Do you agree? Give reasons to support 

your answer. 

 

Q2- What criteria should a sales person adopt to handle the shoppers who are either 

very knowledgeable or those who pretend to be knowledgeable? 

 

Q3- Highlight the role of HR in hiring the right sales staff in a retail store. What 

criteria should be kept in mind while hiring candidates for the job of floor sales 

person in an apparel retail store?  

 

 

 


